SANDY SOUVENIRS

Collecting sand from all the stops on their circumnavigation became a quest for
the Hockleys. The award for the reddest sand went to Australia’s Uluru.
cruisingworld.com

I

t took 13 years to prepare this
project, which began on Block Island
in summer 2007 and finished this
year in the US Virgin Islands. I’m not
entirely certain where the inspiration to
collect sand came from, but once it began,
it turned into a quest that continued
around the world—for 4,697 days and

across all four hemispheres.
It wasn’t always easy. On one occasion,
after scanning our luggage, an X-ray
revealed to excited Turkish baggage
inspectors a suspicious bag of powder
stuffed deep inside my shoe. I had entirely forgotten the sand was there, which
made the officials seem all the more

eager, while giving me an annoying air of
innocence, perhaps like an unsuspecting
drug mule. When the bag was eventually
opened, it was unanimously agreed to be
the worst quality cocaine they had ever
seen. In Indonesia, an encounter with
wild saliva-dripping Komodo dragons not
only came close to dramatically interrupting the project, but also very nearly our
entire voyage. And while not as exciting,
we almost forgot to gather a little of the
Galapagos—try sailing back from Tahiti,
which is no easy task.
From Block Island to Bora Bora,
Colombia to the Cook Islands, Thailand to
Turkey, Greece to Guadeloupe—since we
returned to America, my wife, Catherine,
and I have decanted each tiny zip-close bag
into tubes, labeling each one with the location and date of our arrival. We’ve visited
42 countries on our world voyage but gathered sand (a small salt shakers’ worth per
location) from only the countries we raised
from Dream Time, our 1981 Cabo Rico.
The winner of the whitest, finest sand
goes to Bora Bora, gathered from under
the keel at the bottom of the world-famous
lagoon declared by Capt. Cook in 1769 to
be the “pearl of the Pacific.” The blackest
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Discover TZ iBoat, the only App you need at sea!
Oﬃcial Raster and Vector Nautical Charts
TZ iBoat gives you access to a worldwide chart catalog. Once the app has been downloaded, you can
purchase one or more charts. Our Vector charts are based on C-MAP data and our Raster charts are based
on oﬃcial hydrographic oﬃce data. For the Bahamas, our Raster charts are based on the excellent Explorer
Chartbooks data which has become the reference for this area. More choice means maximum security.

A Modern Chart Engine and User Interface
TZ iBoat is extremely intuitive and uses the powerful “TIMEZERO” chart engine. Its user interface has been
designed by boaters for boaters. Just tap on the screen to create a new mark or to start a new route. Use
the “Layers” button to conﬁgure what you want to display on your screen. Tap on the GPS icon to center on
your boat and switch orientation mode (Head Up, North Up, 3D Perspective). It is that easy!

Advanced Weather Display
Display your weather forecasts in color, with animated particles, with arrows or with labels to visualize wind,
waves, currents, pressure, clouds and precipitation. With the new version of TZ iBoat, 5 high resolution
weather models are available: Arpège, Arome, DWD ICON, NAM Conus and Copernicus. Altogether, they
oﬀer worldwide coverage.

...and even more!
Cloud and local (oﬄine) synchronization between multiple TIMEZERO devices, integration with AIS
receivers, NMEA Gateway, and even the Furuno 1st Watch Wireless Radar! There is too much to list here.
Give TZ iBoat a try, the only app you need at sea! For more information, please visit www.mytimezero.com

NEVILLE HOCKLEY
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Small markets like this are common
throughout the world and are a great
way to shop for local produce.

HEATHER FRANCIS
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THE SPORT RIB
REDEFINED
DURABILITY, LIGHTWEIGHT AND LUXURY COMBINED.
The next generation of Highfield has arrived. The new Sport line brings you 11
new RIB models from 10’ to 26’ that redefine the perfect RIB. High-end luxury
features combined with a durable high performance aluminum hull give you
the best of both worlds that only Highfield can deliver. The new Sport line from
Highfield has everything you need. Dare to explore.

SP360 11’10”

DARE TO EXPLORE

SP460 15’1”
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he United Nations estimates
that 1.5 billion tons, or one-third
of all food produced, is wasted
annually. It is also estimated that more
than 40 percent of that food is wasted
by the consumer. What you put on your
plates has far-reaching e nvironmental
consequences, and that means you
have the power to make big, positive
environmental changes. On a more
personal level, reducing food waste means
less stinky trash to deal with on board.
Reducing food waste doesn’t mean
going vegan or giving up favorite foods.
It doesn’t even require major changes
to your routine. Simply by being a little
more mindful about the food you buy
and eat can help prevent global food
waste.
Use What’s on Board: The first step
toward reducing food waste is simply
to use what you have on board instead
of heading ashore to buy more. Start by
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sand came from a remote, surf-swept
beach in Cape Verde after a two-hour hike
that began long before the sunrise. The
reddest is from the center of Australia near
a sunbaked Uluru, with New Caledonia
rating a close second, which is not surprising considering 65 million years ago they
shared the same continent.
On an epic and humbling timeline, we
have collected evidence of our changing
world—from grainy volcanic ash recently
and violently spewed from the bowels of
the earth at Mount Etna, to the soft, powdery discharge from schools of busy, coral-gnawing parrotfish contributing to the
shoreline of a remote South Pacific atoll.
Because we are currently in Florida, we
have yet to actually close the loop. (New
York was our starting line, so we might
actually have an opportunity to add a few
more souvenirs to the collection before
we officially circumnavigate.) But for now,
at least, as we attempt to settle back into
land life during a time of such uncertainty
and confusion, there is a small comfort
to be had organizing grains of sand, one
country at a time, and at least, in our own
way, creating a little order to our changing
world. —Neville Hockley
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SP520 17’1”

SP560 18’1”

highfieldboats.com

SP650 21’4”

SP800 26’3”

